Prophetic Words for Kansas
Kansas Motto Declaration: To the stars through difficulties. No matter how difficult,
we're reaching out to another level through God.
(No date) Chuck said when Kansas aligns with Israel and aligns with the native people, nationally the
nation will shift its course towards God's purposes. Chuck said God would reveal the 7 oaths that He
buried deep within the dirt in Kansas. "The spotlight is coming on you, Sandy. You will know the
intersections of this land, for you are at an intersection. Not just one, but you will come to all 4
intersections in the next 2 years and by the end of coming to the intersection, you will have a clear
superhighway to accomplish My purpose, not only for your life, but for this land."

7-18-06
Chuck: We call forth revolution and a new wind of the Spirit in Kansas. Shake forth and spark a
revolution. Break out of conformity. Mammon has the revolution captured. Break that mammon
structure off. We have got to have a people willing to change their identity and go in. We lose a new
shaking, a dynamic change of identity so that the wicked can be shaken out.
10-17-06
Chuck: We call forth revolution and a new wind of the Spirit in Kansas. Shake forth and spark a
revolution. Break out of conformity. Mammon has the revolution captured. Break that mammon
structure off. We have got to have a people willing to change their identity and go in. We lose a new
shaking, a dynamic change of identity so that the wicked can be shaken out.
9-11-07
Chuck: Kansas has flooded, so now Lord, raise up a pole in the center of this nation and break the
iniquitous force that is emanating from the center, that pole that is linked with abortion. Wash it away in
Jesus name.
10-28-07
Keith: Let the whirlwind form. I was in Wichita when a storm was coming. We stopped for gas and a
lady told us we needed to get out of the car and get into their freezer. LeAnn said, “We are not
supposed to do that. I think we can outrun this.” Apparently, God is about to do a big thing in Wichita
Kansas. When Rebekah was prophesying, I saw a seated throne overturn. I saw what has taken its place
at a pivotal point of this nation be uprooted and cast down. I saw what looked like a wooden throne that
had been planted as a mockery to the church and to oaks of righteousness hit by that whirlwind and
begin to splinter. God said that He has come to splinter the enemy’s throne and cast it to the ground.
He rides in on the storms. He comes as the whirlwind and nothing can stand in His way. He brings
devastation on the head of the enemy. When He comes, He will rebuild the pathway that seemed lost.
2010
I say there will be a tent and a covering that spreads across this nation from Kansas. CP 5770
Dutch Sheets : "Kansas is a friend of God. It is a Hebron State. It is a death conquering, God Honoring,
Caleb spirited, Abraham DNA State. From this place of Friendship, you will recover everything that has

been stolen and transformation will begin in America. All those who come up in Hebron will see the
church become one and will sustain My Kingdom when the world structures fall."
Kansas is going to, in one way or another, lead America into awakening
2-28-10

Chuck Pierce: Dallas, St. Louis, Houston, prepare yourself for there are floods rising in your
midst. My glory is rising. Do not reject what I am bringing you this hour. I say to Cairo,
Illinois, get ready for I will fall upon you. I will begin to come into you in a new way. To
Pittsburgh, I will overcome and wash away the dust of the past. To Austin, prepare yourself for
I am going to flood in through that capital and create a new model. To the Rio Grande, rise and
flood away the evil that stays along that border. I say Colorado River, Red River, Missouri
River, rise up and touch the earth. Arkansas River, rise up and allow the glory to overtake
Wichita, Kansas. My rivers are rising and when you see the Snake River flood its banks, you
will say, “The serpent has been defeated in this land.”
9-9-10
Chuck – ‘I’m shifting tonight. I will fill the empty structures with people crying out for My power and My
presence. For I will now pitch My tent in the center of Kansas and raise a pole. From state to state to
state My glory will go. Look around. This is your movement. Remove your limits. Remove your limits. I
am ready to move. Remove your limits and allow Me to break out.”
11-11-11 Chuck: We declare from Kansas right now that the power of covenant breaking will be broken
this week and will spread across America.
Shout, “Excess is coming! Surplus is coming! Breakthrough is coming! God will restore what was taken
and held captive in my bloodline.” It will be like a meteor coming down and hitting the earth and
shaking and rearranging the structures of the earth. We decree from the west coast to the east we
shake it loose here in Kansas.
I retake altars that have been taken. I will begin by going in and restoring My altar to My people over
this next year. Where the altar was taken and My Spirit was run away from being a part of My altar , I
say to you from Kansas to a nation, the altar of God will now be restored. I have brought you here this
day, this night, to overturn a house that has been divided. From this place a shaking will occur over the
divided house of God in this land. 12 states will arise from this meeting. Out of those 12 states, 24,000
will arise in each state. It will be known that those states formed a Judah troop which shook and tore
down the ruling force over this entire land. No longer will you in Kansas contend with the stronghold of
death that has ruled and the power of bloodshed that has ruled from this land. I say to you tonight, that
throne of bloodshed is now overturned.
From this day forward you will gather nations for other reasons. You will have a gathering of the nations
of this nation in Wichita under the covering of the tent of glory. My Spirit will descend and fall upon that
people. What has been seeded in the ground in Kansas and what was covered with blood that stopped
those seeds from coming forth and shaking a nation again, I say to you, the land now is reconciled.
Because the land is reconciled in Kansas I will start reconciling the books that have held back supply and
captured booty from the past season. What has been captured I will reconcile, unlock and allow My
people to steward again. Tonight you have witnessed coming to a stronghold, erecting a tent for My
glory to come and because you came, My glory will now invade the land again.

12-9-12
Chuck Pierce: I keep addressing our nation state by state by state, because that is how the Lord showed it
to me. I believe Oklahoma, I believe Kansas and Texas, and I believe Louisiana for sure have come into a
full alignment with the Lord.
9-5-13
Cindy Jacobs to Glory Girls, Kansas: Okay, come over here you two Glory girls. Thank You Lord. I need a
word for Kansas. Hum. Yeah, you feel it. Oh the whirlwind of God!!
The Lord says I am gonna kiss the ground of Kansas the drought will not only be broken but I Am gonna
set borders on your borders of My blessing. And it will be abundantly clear when a State honors me I
honor that State says the Lord.
Dutch Sheets:
Kansas is a friend of God. It is a Hebron State. It is a death conquering, God Honoring, Caleb spirited,
Abraham DNA State. From this place of Friendship, you will recover everything that has been stolen and
transformation will begin in America. All those who come up in Hebron will see the church become one
and will sustain My Kingdom when the world structures fall.
Kansas is going to, in one way or another, lead America into awakening.
2-14-14
Chuck Pierce: Kansas will surprise people this year. We will hear about Kansas in ways that you wouldn’t
have thought Kansas would rise to the top. You’ll see it happen.
When the Lord visited me on May 31, 2008, He showed me every state. And He showed me what the
state looked like from His perspective. Not all states in our nation were in covenant. Many of you have
heard me talk about that. Every state had a triumphant people just like here
tonight. Not every state had apostolic centers, what looked like castles of fire. But Kansas had apostolic
centers. And in the midst of seeing Kansas, it was as if the tent of God was over Kansas.
Kansas had a tent of glory over it. And this tent, well it had a covering over it, let me put it like that,
because I have to say it exactly the way I saw it from heaven. It had a covering over it but the covering
had glory in it. And it said to me that Kansas would move and develop what would be known as the
tabernacle of God for our nation. In other words, it was more important that Kansas became the
tabernacle of God than one particular church in Kansas.
So Kansas was the tabernacle. It was God tabernacling in this state call Kansas. And yet I saw the pillars
underneath and this was what was a little different that I have to discuss tonight. I saw the pillars
underneath this tabernacle that God wanted to bring down on Kansas, now hear me, I mean God plans
on coming down on this whole state. I didn’t see that over Texas. God plans on coming down over this
whole state. But not only coming down on this whole state, He plans on maneuvering through this whole
state. So that’s why we had to get the walls knocked down. But these pillars underneath his tabernacle
were not the pillars that were to hold up the tent. They were iniquitous structures that would try to stop
the tent from coming down.
Angels are coming in to help you here in Kansas.

Kansas will be a gathering place. Say out loud, Kansas will be a gathering place. But that means that the
pillars of the enemy now, in these next 18 months, are now going to shake down. Completely. Because
one thing Kansas has done, they have realigned the covenant of the land with God. And because they
have realigned the covenant of the land with God, even from the civil government standpoint, the pillars
of hell cannot stay in place over Kansas. So there comes a great shaking down. There is a catching up and
shaking down.
But, here is what Satan does, he sets these pillars up and he builds through all of this junk and iniquitous
structures. He will establish these pillars, then he will rule from a throne in the midst of it. And he tries to
keep the land defiled.
Now here is what I’m here to say to you, that ability of his to hold the land of Kansas captive, he no
longer has the right to hold this land any longer. You have secured, hear the word of the Lord to you, you
have secured your right in this land. You have secured your right in this land to bring the glory down in its
fullness into this land. And all of those pillars where the land was in agreement with the pillars, the land
is not in agreement with the pillars any longer.
God says the next 18 months, liberation comes to Kansas!!!!
Dutch Sheets:
Kansas you can break forth into fullness.
Chuck:
And the glory of heaven will begin to descend upon Kansas because the people of the land have a new
glory speaking forth from their mouth. We are wearing the mantle that You have brought down upon us.
You are bringing the glory tabernacle of this nation down upon
Kansas.
For I say in days ahead you will bring back and even have a panel of the original keepers of this and. And I
say to you people will come, government will come and others will come to hear what the original
inheritors and original keepers of this land have to say. And I say to you in that university there will be a
restoration of My spirit. And My spirit will begin to overtake and bring restoration. And that place will be
known as a center of hope here in Kansas.
I feel like I can easily say this in Kansas, you have completed something. You are completing a major
season in your life and you are entering another, so don’t back up.
Now let me repeat something, there’s a canopy over Kansas that’s coming down. There’s a call of
worship over Kansas that’s coming down. There is reconciliation going on in Kansas that’s not going on
anywhere else, that’s coming down. There’s bloodshed in Kansas that’s been being dealt with and now
you have aligned with Israel. About aligning with Israel, it does not mean that Israel is perfect and they
are better than all of us. It means that Israel is God’s first fruit. He’s the God of Israel, you reject Israel,
you reject the God of Israel. And you form the model of the god of America. Rather than the covenant
model of the God of Israel. And you don’t want to do that because America was built on the God of Israel
and His covenant. Kansas has done that. They have received and aligned with the covenant keeping God
of Israel. That means He’s going to go to work on those pillars now. Because you have loosened them in
the ground. And the more you worship from the earth, the more you and the glory will become one in

days ahead. Kansas will become the model of the Tabernacle of David for an entire nation. Let’s stand up
and thank God for it.
10-19-14
Chuck: This year what is sung in Kansas will be sung on both coasts and in the gulf.`
10-2-16
Chuck: I see Missouri shaking. I see Tulsa and Kansas shaking. I see California beginning to rift. And the
Lord says, you’re not going to get away with doing the same thing you’ve done in other elections in this
one. If you don’t move with me, I’ll shake that state and you’ll know it’s me!
10-9-16
Chuck: Lord we say; Kansas is opening up! Father we ask for a new baptism all over Kansas!
4-20-19
Chuck Pierce: "The Lord says, 'I commission you to start walking the land, searching for the ancient
paths. They will lead to the coming of the covenant plan.' The Lord says, 'I'm rallying the troops. I'm
filling the quivers and I will have them ready when the time to advance in this land occurs. The months
ahead are key.
"Watch, listen, get ready, for the unlocking in this land is coming. There will be a transfer of authority to
My Kingdom people. The land will reform! The key belongs to you to bring the Kingdom down. Get
ready! There is a key place, then 6 other places of covenant alignment in this land. One is in Kansas. One
is in South Dakota.'
"I see Kentucky being set free. I see Georgia shaking. We say to Iowa, 'The Lord is coming down to align
with you. The occult structure will topple in Iowa.' God is starting a move in His people that will not be
stopped. 'There is coming a new path,' says the Lord. 'It is ancient, but has never been unlocked before.
Watch. Have the key ready. I have ordained the time. It will be in the journey that is going on.'
"I see Plymouth Rock. The Lord says, 'The timing of the unlocking is important. Once it has been done in
My perfect timing, nothing can prevent the shaking of this land. This Passover began the unlocking of an
ancient path that shakes the entire land called America.'"
8-15-19
Klancy Cunningham dream
The Dreams for two night but three times each night. I saw a large wheat field. The wheat field was
golden, but then it had the crystal looking wheat that Chuck has spoke about. The field of gold and
crystal wheat looked ready to harvest. In the middle of the wheat field stands a very large angel. The
angels clothing was gold and fire that intertwined to cause a glow or flame I have never seen before.
The angel stands in the middle of this fiery gold holding a sword in one hand and a cycle in the other
hand. Beside the angel stood a man on the angels left and a man on the angels right. I could not tell if
the men were men of past seasons or the were men of present seasons, because the fire and gold from
the angel moved around them in a way that made them look like part of fiery gold. I knew the men were
of great importance to be standing with such an angel. I heard Holy Spirit speak, "Visitation is Coming to
Kansas!" Holy Spirit said this three times. When Holy Spirit spoke the third time it was loud and forceful,
"VISITATION IS COMING TO KANSAS!" When Holy Spirit spoke the third time I saw what looked like a
tornado come from Heaven, connect with the angel and the men and moved the fire like a wave through
the wheat. The Breath of God carried the fire wave in four different directions like a flood. The wheat
bowed low as the Breath of God and the Wave of Fire poured over it. The wheat bowed low looking like

it was humbled or it was in prayer. The wheat was on fire but it was not consumed. Yet the wheat
helped carry the fire in the four different directions.
8-19, A Time to Plow
Chuck: Chuck: You see when we worship in Leavenworth, we are worshiping as a major army

that God is mobilizing there. Lord we thank You that you are moving, something is breaking all
over Kansas, Iowa, Arkansas, Missouri, into South and North Dakota, into Minnesota. We thank
You that Nevada is beginning to shake. We thank You that Nebraska is beginning to shake.
Father we thank You that the structure is becoming new, in a new way. Tulsa, Oklahoma is
shifting completely.
The Spirit of God is doing a work in all of us. I am ready to worship with my people, but I am
ready to be sent out on the next assignment. We thank You Lord for the move of God that is
starting now in this place for all of Kansas. Lord we thank You for Dutch Sheets. We thank You
for his boldness and the watchman anointing. We thank You for the break through that is coming.
We submit to finding our place in the wineskin that You are starting to form. In Jesus Name.
On last thing. The true church loves the land, and the people of the land. Father we say the land
called Kansas, Oklahoma, Nebraska, Iowa, Missouri, Colorado, and Arkansas will rejoice. When
you hear the movement of worship going through this state, get on board and worship until the
canopy of Glory covers the State. Every church will begin to increase.
8-16-19
Chuck: This is what Kansas look like. I saw the pillars in Kansas, they were holding up what

looked like a canopy of glory over this state. And the Lord said to me, I have a plan to restore
My glory to the heart of America through the state of Kansas.
When I looked closely at Kansas from a heavenly perspective, I saw the canopy of glory that was
over it. And now you can go back and look in history that has been on Kansas before. I don't
think we're there here for that tonight, we've talked about it, we've been gone to Topeka, we've
done things. Beside each one of the five pillars, which are both a military term and an
authoritative structural dimension linked with the gifts of God that legislate alongside each one,
there was an iniquitous structure built next to it.
I did not see this in any other state from heaven. We see that in the midst of it, these five pillars
were erected next to the glory realm that God wanted to bring forth in Kansas. These pillars are
made up of iniquitous structures that go down deep in the land that hold both the land captive,
and they produce their own covering in the heavenly realms and causes a blockage of the fullness
of what God's trying to do.
They're linked with covenant breaking, God robbing, bloodshed, immorality, and idolatry. Each
one of these had built itself alongside what God was erecting over the territory. In Daniel chapter
seven, it says that Satan works in two ways. He uses time, and he uses a legality to wear down
our thinking process. What the structures have done, every time you're ready to break through in
this area into a dimension that you've never broken through into, one of these structures, kick in
with this iniquitous plan and start influencing the structures of society, the government, the
economic structure, just to wear down the people of God, so they can't ever see the fullness of
God’s plans happen.

I looked at these thrones and they have an iniquity very close and I looked at them and I saw
their operation. And little by little I've made decrees over them. And I've watched them how they
work. I saw them how they had worked because of certain iniquities in the land that gave them
right to work. And yet, let me say this that didn't change the plan of God for Kansas. You are the
plan of God for Kansas.
This the only place I've said this in 15 regions. Wichita, Kansas, became a high place that was
some way affecting the entire nation for its future. And the Lord assured me that just as Wichita
was trying, the enemy was trying to keep in place iniquitous structures here, that Kansas was
going to have canopy of glory over it, that would go out and cover this whole nation.
God showed me that we're to aggressively press in for this promise of glory that is over Kansas,
for the harvest realm that is in Kansas. We must press in for the future of this entire nation, from
Kansas. This is what the Lord spoke to me as we flew into Wichita today. He said to me, Kansas
is pressing. This region is pressing.
Not only are we pressing, we're plowing. The Lord said, Kansas is contending for throne
rulership. Now, I have no idea what all that means governmentally. I know that it means that the
body of Christ and the Kingdom people in Kansas, are about to come into a new level of
authority that will demonstrate the power of God.
Then He said, Kansas is now finishing and beginning at the same time. Therefore, they must be
empowered tonight. This remnant that’s here, this seed pod that God's brought here. They must
be empowered to finish strong in such a way that they will leap into their new beginning and
move and multiplied form.
When that happens here, it will be a sign for the entire nation. And when the canopy of glory
comes over Kansas, get ready Colorado, you're going to shake. Get ready, Iowa, you're going to
awake. Get ready, Arkansas, you're going to be uncovered. A lot of things will be re-dug there.
Get ready Missouri, no longer will the spirit of division keep you from seeing what God is
longing to bring forth in our midst.
I am here to announce in Wichita, Kansas, this becomes one of our most important gatherings.
This area becomes one of the most important areas that we have in this nation. God's eye is on
you. Get ready that glory that has never been released in fullness is now coming into Kansas.
Let's stand up.
Marty with Chuck: I want to share something that happened today. I was reading a lot of material
about Kansas and one thing stuck out to me. It said that in 1901 in Topeka, there was a powerful
move of Holy Spirit. It birthed the Pentecostal and Charismatic Renewal.
Something happened to me when we were in Alaska, I can't begin to explain it. I've been on the
road I have not been able to really get into what happened. I'm here to tell you that what the Lord
is saying to Kansas, He's saying you're the center. You are the omphalos, it means center. It's like
the belly button. It's a birthing place. It's a connecting place. And the Lord says; I'm about to lose
a new move of Holy Spirit in this region. It's going to be not birthing that charismatic or
Pentecostal movement, but a Kingdom movement, a new Kingdom movement of the Holy Spirit.
8-17-19
Chuck: What God is saying to us, we're at the top of a place, we're going to have to make some

sort of choice, if we're going to come into his goodness for the next season.

This is a word for Kansas, and for this region as we're moving forward. You're a very religious
region. Because of that, you have some snares on you. You've made great headway. You're at a
key place, right now a choice.
Let me remind you of how Kansas looked from heaven. It has these pillars. Now if you allow the
church to be formed properly here for the future, you're going to see the glory of God rise up out
of Kansas and spread through the whole mid Midwest. I don't even have a doubt about that.
Built next to all of these pillars that hold the glory up, you have the thrones of iniquity. I believe
those thrones are linked with cities throughout Kansas. One of the strongest Thrones is linked in
the Leavenworth area. It will take you going there and worshiping, to break that loose. It needs to
be Kingdom worship. You need to pull and gather a Kingdom team that represents this state, in
color, and form. It needs to demonstrate the sound of the state.
Leavenworth is one of them. Wichita carries down deep within major wounds of influence. You
have to have a Kingdom worship gathering. In Topeka, you have to have a glorious worship
gathering that changes the course of it. In Junction City, it's key that you have a glorious worship
gathering. You can see where it becomes so important that you worship where these thrones are.
Finally, it's one thing to go and pray at Dodge City, it’s another thing to go there and worship.
Dodge City has one of the greatest reproaches of this whole nation on it. It is where the decision
was made to kill the supply of our native people. Then stack it up for the world to see. Until you
bring that throne down, you're not going to see a new level of the gold released.
Father, we decree right now that this place is changing. We decree that Kansas is taking the lead.
We decree that things are moving in new ways here.
One of your ancient thrones is where those chalk monuments are. It is known that Kansas, and
Oklahoma were some of the first places that it was recorded, the Phoenicians established their
worship, especially their blood sacrifices.
I see Kansas coming into a Kingdom worship dynamic. You're going to have to back off, not talk
and let the sound come up from the ground and the sound come down from the from the heavens.
When you do that, and you worship for a couple of hours in in the key watch time God tells you,
you will see breakthrough and such a glory move coming out of Kansas, it will go all the way
back into Washington DC.
Time to Plow Conference-Saturday, August 17, 2019
Prophecy: Sandy: Tongue/Interpretation
Brian Kooiman:
I brought you here to this house because I'm making a new bread. You’ve now come with a seed that has
not been brought together with the seed that you previously brought.
There’s a dough that is coming forth and there’s a rising, rising, rising.
Do not think that this seed that you have brought is too small for My leaven to cause to rise.
Look, for there is going to be a loaf as big as the size of Kansas! It’s rising, rising, rising.
Do not fear that your seed will not multiply. I have brought the heat and the leaven to that which you
have brought together in this place and with My glory, it is going to Rise and Rise and Rise!
Chuck:
I am putting a wedge in the oven door. Watch! You have planned for a loaf way too small, but I am going
to put a wedge in the door and cause it to rise more than you can see it rise.

DeeAnn:
The Lord would say this finishing anointing, it’s not the warmed over, old. It is a hot, fiery, strengthening,
bold, creative, innovative anointing. It’s no longer you that lives, but Christ is the anointed One in
you...And He’s blowing it up!
Sandy:
There’s more...tongue with intense careful articulation.
Chuck: I am preparing a mix in the bowl that you’ve not seen before. I am adding elements that you have
not ever tasted of. Watch! Taste and see that I will be good in this land again.
There are many changes ahead, but know the bowl that I am mixing your communion in, will be
different.
Kansas will be known for a new level of alignment...her destined alignment.
Know that you will align and be mixed together in a new way!

11-6-19
Chuck: Father, we say start a new crop-dusting here. Lord, we ask You to dust, beginning here,

with new oil. We also ask You to break the power of bankruptcy off of the farmland. And
Father, from Omaha, we say NOT re-form, but re-farm this nation. We loose that, from here.
We loose it into Iowa; we loose it into Kansas; we loose it from this place. We decree from here
a re-FARMing of this nation is beginning tonight, with new oil, and we ask You to re-fill the
barns of this nation.
4-9-20

Keevy: Pick up your harp again, David! To the rural states of America and the agricultural
industry across the world – pick up your harps again! For it is out in the fields where I met
David, so pick up your harp and banjo again! There is revival coming in the cowboy community
and the buckle men. The barrel racers will begin to barrel race in the spirit. Get on your horse
and ride! This is the day I Am calling you out of obscurity. it is time to pick up your harp, pick
up your guitar, pick up your banjo again. Play that harmonica in New Orleans. I Am bringing
you out of obscurity! Musicians in Deep Ellum, this is a new day for you to release a sound, in
Dallas Texas and the surrounding area. To Kansas City – that jazz sound is bringing revival to
Missouri and Kansas! David, where are you? Will you answer the call? Pick up your harp and
worship again!
10-10-21

Tobias Lyons: Last week the Lord showed me a key coming down. There is a keyhole that
opened up in Kansas. The Lord said you have become so familiar to turn a key to the right, to
open up structures. The Lord says I’m about to turn things over to the left. I’m about to break
the locking system of this nation. The Lord says if you will let me turn things over to the left,
then I will lock everything that’s been captured in a locking structure. Let me turn it over to the
left!

